Dispense With Supplements for Improving Heart Outcomes

Diets and supplements are 2 of the most intense areas of public interest but are among the most lacking in adequate data. The use of supplements continues to increase in the United States and worldwide, largely without evidence for their efficacy or safety. Nearly 3 in 4 persons in the United States use some form of supplements, so it is no wonder that the supplement market is estimated to reach nearly $300 billion in the next 5 years (1). In addition to the unbridled uptake, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration lacks regulatory authority over supplements. Yet, the safety of supplements remains unclear, with several studies showing potential harm due to dosing or impurities (2). Similarly, there are limited data to support or refute the health claims of various diets (3). With this murky landscape, a study that might illuminate the field would be especially welcome.

In their article, Khan and colleagues report an ambitious meta-analysis of recent randomized controlled trials and systematic reviews with the intent of identifying whether supplements and dietary interventions are associated with an improvement in cardiovascular outcomes (4). On the basis of their analysis encompassing 277 trials in nearly 1 million people, the authors concluded that only a few of the 16 supplements assessed and only 1 of the 8 dietary modifications evaluated had a proven effect on cardiovascular outcomes. The primary conclusions were that a low-salt diet may reduce the risk for all-cause mortality in persons without high blood pressure and that, with low certainty, omega-3 fatty acid and folate supplementation have a salutary effect on heart attack and stroke, respectively. These findings are nonetheless contrary to many previous reports that have found no significant benefit to the same diet modification or supplements (1, 3, 5).

A study of 2,019,862 patients found no significant improvements in cardiovascular outcomes with supplement use in the general population (1). In addition, Chen and colleagues evaluated supplementation and its source—exogenous supplementation compared with increased intake from natural foods—and found a similar lack of tangible benefits (5); the only source associated with any benefit was nutrient intake from foods. Many supplements may cause harm, and Khan and colleagues also reported a possible relationship between calcium plus vitamin D supplementation and increased risk for stroke (4, 5). It remains uncertain whether this can be attributed to oversupplementation in a Western diet that already has significant dietary fortification with calcium plus vitamin D.

Fish oils are the most widely used supplements, and recent randomized trials add to the contradictory findings. Although the analysis by Khan and colleagues found low-certainty evidence for omega-3 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid, recent randomized trials in the general population and in patients with diabetes have failed to confirm any benefit in cardiovascular outcomes (6, 7). The results of these trials would tend to downgrade the low-certainty rating of omega-3 fatty acid supplements to uncertain at best.

A peculiar and controversial finding on the benefit of a low-salt diet deserves highlighting. Khan and colleagues suggest that low-salt diets can improve cardiovascular outcomes, but effects differed between normotensive and hypertensive patients (4). It seems odd that a low-salt diet would decrease the risk for all-cause mortality in normotensive patients but not in hypertensive patients, for whom there was evidence of reduced cardiovascular mortality. Recent reports suggest that low-salt diets result in no significant increase in urinary sodium excretion, countering the current perspective in medicine of restricted sodium intake (8). A longitudinal study of nearly 95,000 people from 18 countries lasting more than 8 years showed an inverse correlation between sodium intake and cardiovascular outcomes (8). Accordingly, the 2019 National Academies Consensus Study Report states that “there remains insufficient evidence to establish Estimated Average Requirements (EARs) or Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) for sodium” (9).

Geographic considerations among the studies included in Khan and colleagues’ analysis are also notable. For example, the reported benefit of folate seems to be largely driven by the inclusion of 1 study from China, where a folate-rich diet is not routine. With regard to salt intake, Messerli and colleagues have noted that “with an average lifespan of 87.3 years, women in Hong Kong top life expectancy worldwide despite consuming an average of 8–9 g of salt per day.” (10). This exemplifies the problem of amalgamating data from people and cultures with markedly different diet and supplement baselines.

In addition, differences in geography, dose, and preparation—most studies rely on food diaries, which are based on a person’s memory of what they consumed—raise questions about the veracity of the data (3). Perhaps, however, the biggest difference that needs to be considered in the future is the individual. Only recently with machine learning of large data sets, which include multimodal data on physical activity, sleep, medications, demographic characteristics, intake and timing of all foods and beverages, and gut microbiome constituents, have we begun to learn that the use of any specific diet or supplement is likely to have markedly heterogeneous effects. Testing any diet or supplement in a broad population without acknowledging interindividual variability seems like a recipe for failure, especially because most trials are not randomized, are not of sufficient duration, or do not have enough hard outcome events.

Unfortunately, the current study leaves us with the same foggy conditions that we started with. Until these conditions clear, it would be reasonable to hold off on
any supplement or diet modification in all guidelines and recommendations.
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